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Transmission losses in left-handed materials
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We numerically analyze the origin of the transmission losses in left-handed structures. Our data confirms
that left-handed structures can have very good transmission properties, in spite of the expectable dispersion of
their effectivepermeability and refraction index. The large permittivity of the metallic components improves
the transmission. High losses, observed in recent experiments, could be explained by the absorption of the
dielectric board.
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Left-handed~LH! materials is a common name for th
manmade structures which possess, in a given frequenc
gion, both negativeeffectiveelectrical permittivity and mag-
netic permeability. Although such materials are in gene
not available in nature, their experimental fabrication b
came possible after the suggestion of Pendryet al. @1#. They
predicted, that a lattice of metallic split rings resonato
~SRR! may exhibit, in a resonance frequency region, ne
tive effectivepermeabilitymeff . It is also well known that a
periodic lattice of thin metallic wires behaves as an effect
medium with negativeeffectivepermittivity «eff @2#. By com-
bining a lattice of metallic wires with a lattice of SRR
Smith et al. @3# created for the first time left-handed stru
tures.

At present, LH materials attract a growing interest of bo
theoretical and experimental research. Various interes
physical properties of LH structures were discussed in R
@4# and @5#. Pendry@6# suggested that LH materials enab
the construction of the perfect lens. Smithet al. @7# proved,
on the basis of the numerical data, that the LH struct
indeed possesses negative refraction index. The negativ
fraction of the electromagnetic~EM! waves was experimen
tally observed in Ref.@8#. These unusual results@3–7# have
raised objections both to the interpretation of the experim
tal data and to the realization of negative refraction@9–11#.

In spite of the considerable progress in the studies of
LH materials, a lot of questions remained unanswered. O
of the most important questions is whether the LH structu
have propagating solutions. LH systems must be disp
@4#. The frequency dependence of theeffectivepermittivity
and permeability of the LH materials is@1#

«eff~ f !512
f e

2

f 21 i f g
~1!

and

meff~ f !512
f m

2 2 f m0
2

f 22 f m0
2 1 i f g

. ~2!
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In Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, f e ( f m) is the electronic~magnetic!
plasma frequency, respectively,f m0 is magnetic resonanc
frequency, andg represents the losses of the system. Due
the strong dispersion in the resonance interval, the absorp
is assumed to be large@12#. This seems to be consistent wit
experimental data@3,8# which reported that the transmissio
of the LH samples was only -20 dB. However, absorpti
cannot be estimated from these measurements becaus
flection was not measured. Garcia and Nieto-Vesperinas@9#
analyzed the experimental data@8# and concluded that the
imaginary part of the effective permittivity«eff @Eq. ~1!#
dominates its real part. They concluded that the measu
transmission of the EM wave through the LH structures
dominated by the large imaginary part of the effective p
mittivity «eff @13#.

Our aim in the present paper is to show that LH structu
could possess very high transmittance. Our recent nume
simulations@14# already showed that the transmission of
LH system could be as good as for a right-handed syste

To analyze the transmission properties of LH structures
more detail, we first study the system length dependenc
the transmission powerT for the LH structure. The structure
is described in detail in Ref.@14#. The unit cell of the LH
structure is shown in the inset of Fig. 1~a!. Permittivity of the
metallic components~SRR and wires! is «m51053(23
1 i 5.88). We will present below also the frequency depe
dence ofT for different values of«m. Figure 1~a! shows the
frequency dependence of the transmission for various sys
sizes. This data was obtained by the use of the transfer
trix ~TM! technique@14#. A resonance interval of 9.8< f
<11 ~in GHz!, in which transmission is close to one,
clearly visible. Fig. 1~b! shows the transmission peak for
homogeneous LH model with an effective permittivity an
permeability given by Eqs.~1! and ~2!, respectively. In Eqs.
~1! and ~2! we choose parameters which fit our numeric
data, shown in Fig. 1~a!. Note that the value ofg56
31025 GHz is three orders of magnitude smaller than th
used in Ref.@8# to interpret the experimental data. Th
means that there are almost no losses in our structure@15#.

In Fig. 2 we plot the transmission as a function of t
system length for different frequenciesf. The transmission
decreases exponentially with the system length, whenf lies
outside the resonance interval. However, for EM waves w
frequencies within the resonance interval only a small
crease of the transmission is observed. This unambiguo
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shows that the transmission is really high in LH materi
with realistic parameters for the permittivity of metal. This
correct despite the fact that Im«m is of the order of 105. The
EM field is excluded from the metallic component when t
Im «m is high. As the metal absorbs EM waves, an incre
of Im «m reduces absorption losses and improves the tra
mission of the LH structure.

Figure 2~a! shows also that the transmission never d
creases below a certain limit. This effect was observed
ready in Ref.@14#. Due to the anisotropy of the structur
there is namely a nonzero probabilitytyx that the EM wave,
polarized withEiy is converted into the polarizationEix.
The total transmissiont can be therefore written as

t5t01txyt8tyx1•••. ~3!

Here, t0 is the transmission of theEiy wave. It decreases
exponentially with the system length. The second term r

FIG. 1. Transmission powerT of the EM wave through the LH
structure of various lengths along the propagation direction.~a! Re-
sult of transfer matrix simulations. The inset shows the structur
the unit cell. The size of the unit cell is 3.333.6733.67 mm. The
simulated system consists of a regular three dimensional arra
unit cells, infinite in thex andy directions. The polarized EM wave
with Eiy andHix propagates along thez direction. ~b! Transmis-
sion of a homogeneous LH slab with«eff andmeff given by Eqs.~1!
and ~2! with parametersf m059.8, f m511, f e512.8, andg56
31025 ~all frequencies are given in GHz!.
04560
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resents the process of transmission of theEiy wave intoEix
(tyx), its transmission through the structure (t8), and conver-
sion back into the original polarization (txy). As t8'1 for
any system length,t is bonded from below:t.txytyx .

In Fig. 3 we present a detailed system length depende
of the transmission forf 510.5 GHz, obtained by TM simu
lations. The length of the system was up to 300 unit ce
which corresponds to a system of length equal to 1.1
From the exponential decrease of the transmission ampli
we estimate the imaginary part of the refraction index to
only Im n5531023.

Transfer matrix data for the transmission and the refl
tion of EM waves provides us with the complete informati
needed to extract the effective parameters of the system
verting the equations for the transmission and reflection
the homogeneousslab of material with a given refraction
index and impedance, we find the refraction index@7#. We
present in Fig. 4 the effective refraction index as was o
tained from the numerical data. For comparison, we pres
also data for the refraction index, calculated from the f
quency dependent«eff andmeff given by Eqs.~1! and~2!, and
n5A«effmeff. Both the numerical data and the homogeneo
model give, in the resonance frequency interval, negative

f

of

FIG. 2. System length dependence of the transmission powT
of the EM waves for various frequencies.~a! Data from transfer
matrix simulations. Note thatT never decreases below a certa
limit. ~b! Data for the homogeneous model with effective perm
tivity and permeability given by Eqs.~1! and ~2! with parameters
listed in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3. System length dependence of the transmissiont (T
5t* t) of the EM wave of the frequencyf 510.5 GHz. Symbols
represent transfer matrix data; the solid line is a fita0e2kxcos(kx
1x0). Presented data correspond to the system withneff521.31
10.005i . Note that system length is in meters.

FIG. 4. Effective index of refraction~real and imaginary part! as
a function of the frequencyf. ~a! n calculated from numerical trans
fer matrix data;~b! n given by Eqs.~1! and ~2! ~for values of the
material parameters see caption of Fig. 1!. Only negligible changes
of this behavior have been observed whenf e0.0 ~data not pre-
sented!. Note that the Imn is very small only in the frequency
interval where Ren is negative. This guarantees a good transm
sion of the left-handed wave.
04560
n with typical resonance behavior in the vicinity of the le
interval edge. We also obtain a very small imaginary part
the refraction index. In particular, for the wave shown in F
3 we find that

n~ f 510.5 GHz!521.311 i 0.005. ~4!

These parameters guarantee good transmission properti
To show how the transmission of the LH structure d

pends on the permittivity«m of metallic components, we
have simulated LH systems with Im«m increasing from zero
up to 53105. As it is shown in Fig. 5, an increase of th
imaginary part of the metallic permittivity improves th
transmission properties of LH materials, provided that
«m.104. Although the transmission decreases to small v
ues for Im«m'1032104, it starts to increase and is of th
order of one for Im«m>53105. As the conductance of the
coppers is 5.93107(Vm)21, the imaginary part of the per
mittivity of copper in GHz region is of the order of 107 @16#.
We expect therefore the transmission of a realistic system

-

FIG. 5. ~a! TransmissionT of the LH structure vs Im«m . Both
‘‘vertical’’ ~circles! and ‘‘horizontal’’ ~triangles! orientations of SRR
were considered@18#.

FIG. 6. Transmission peak as a function of the imaginary par
the permittivity of the dielectric board. The metallic permittivit
«m5(2315.88i )3105. The length of the system is 10 unit cell
Data represent the maximal transmission observed in the reson
peak.
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be even better than the one displayed in Fig. 5@17#. Our data
clearly prove that the metallic components of the LH stru
tures cannot be responsible for the high losses observe
the experimental studies of transmission@3,8,18#. As the LH
systems are highly disperse@7#, and still transparent, we be
lieve that the dispersion is not the cause for the high losse
the LH structures.

To explain the relatively low transmission, observed in t
experimental data, we have studied the dependence o
transmission on other material parameters. As the most p
able mechanism of losses we consider the absorption of
waves due to nonzero imaginary part of the dielectric boa
on which the metallic components are positioned. To test
hypothesis, we repeated our numerical simulations for
same structure but with a small imaginary part to the perm
tivity of the dielectric board:«Board53.41 i Im«Board. Figure
6 shows how the transmission peak decreases when
imaginary part of«Board increases. Surprisingly, the transmi
sion strongly decreases with the losses in the dielec
board.

To conclude, we present a detailed analysis of the num
cal data for the transmission of the electromagnetic wa
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through left-handed structures. The recovered refraction
dex is in agreement with the predictions of the homogene
model with effective parameters given by Eqs.~1! and ~2!.
Numerical simulations confirmed the excellent transmiss
properties of the simulated LH systems. We found that
imaginary part of the refraction index is only;1022. As the
value of the imaginary part of the metallic permittivity i
real metals is even higher than that used in our simulatio
we conclude that metallic components of the LH structu
do not represent any source of absorption. Much hig
losses were observed due to the absorption in the diele
board on which SRRs are located.
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